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**1. Introduction**

The aim of the following Technical Commercial Information is to notify the sales network and customers about a technical recommendation on the use of auxiliary contacts in silvered or golden version.

This recommendation is applicable to the following products:

- VD4 all versions, Primary and Secondary Distribution  
- HD4 all versions, Primary and Secondary Distribution  
- VM1 all versions  
- Vmax all versions  
- VSC contactors all versions  

The recommendation prescribes that for application at 24 Vdc and with current

- lower than 10 mA for linear XK4 Auxiliary contacts,  
- lower than 2.5 mA for rotary K&N G20 Auxiliary contacts,

it is suggested to use the special version of auxiliary contacts with gold plates contacts.

This special version must be clearly specified in the order.

**2. Price lists**

Please contact your Product Marketing reference for any information regarding extra-price and extra-delivery time for this special version with gold plated contacts.
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